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High Quality and Durable Replacement Parts for Nissan at Inner Auto:
Excellent Quality at a Low Price

Replacement parts keep your Nissan running and looking great. Nissan performance parts not
only enhance the appearance of your car but also increase its horsepower while lowering fuel
costs.

(PRWEB) July 23, 2005 -- Choose high quality and durable replacement parts for your Nissan. Replacement
parts are available for your air intake system, body electrical, body mechanical and trim, body sheet metal,
brakes, climate control, clutch, cooling system, diesel injection, drive belts, drive shafts and axle, engine
electrical, engine parts, exhaust, fuel delivery, steering, suspension, tools and hardware, transmission.
Replacement parts keep your Nissan running and looking great, these parts will surely make it more stylish,
more fun to drive, more comfortable and convenient, and more high-tech.

Nissan performance parts not only enhance the appearance of your car but also increase its horsepower while
lowering fuel costs. The turbo for example can be enhanced to improve combustion without restricting airflow,
allowing the engine to burn fuel more fully and efficiently. Nissan Performance shifters are for ultra low
friction and extreme corrosion resistance. Throw and shift knob height are reduced depending on application for
an improved sports car feel.
To improve the steering power of your Nissan especially in sharp turns and increased speed, steering power kits
can be found in various auto part markets either in complete or partial sets.

Performance parts for your Nissan also provide torque increases as well as improvements in throttle response.
Shift speed is also improved on vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions. Nissan Performance enhancers
installed to your vehicle's sensors modify sensor outputs of the vehicle's onboard computer.

Carefully selected from outstanding Nissan car parts, Inner Auto's products are guaranteed to be of the highest
quality. Visit the online store at http://www.innerauto.com/Nissan_Parts/ for a huge selection of Nissan parts for
all models including the Nissan 200SX, Altima, Maxima, Murano, Sentra, Titan Pathfinder, and more. Each
store stocks thousands of Nissan parts for all enthusiasts. Find OEM Nissan auto parts, remanufactured parts,
new aftermarket parts, used parts, Nissan performance parts, and more. From engine and radiator parts to
filters, wipers, auto body parts and trim and a whole lot more, you will find everything to repair and maintain
your Nissan car.
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Contact Information
TerryBrown
1-800-314-1521

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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